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Fig. 6. Disk model predictions for AB Aur. Dashed lines are
for flat disks, solid lines for flared ones. The inner radius Ri

increases from R⋆ to 25 R⋆, as labelled. All other parame-
ters are the same. The dots and the thick solid line show the
observed spectrum, after subtraction of the photospheric com-
ponent (same as Fig. 5)

illustrated in Fig. 6. Flat disks that extend to the stel-
lar radius reproduce the observed value of LNIR, but their
emission peaks at wavelengths which are too short, typi-
cally 0.8 rather than 2 µm. In the range 3–7 µm, even a
model with Ri = R⋆ predicts values of νFν a factor of 2
lower than observed. Disks with large inner holes have a
SED that peaks at longer wavelengths, but the fraction of
stellar light intercepted and re-emitted is far too small.

Figure 7 shows the fraction of stellar radiation inter-
cepted by flat and flared disks of increasing inner radius.
Flat disks with Ri = R⋆(∼0.01 AU) intercept 25% of the
stellar radiation (independently on stellar and disk param-
eters as long as RD ≫ R⋆), while flared disks intercept sig-
nificantly more. The exact value depends on the disk flar-
ing and outer radius; it is about 50% in the case shown
in the figure. If Ri increases, the fraction of intercepted
stellar light decreases rapidly. For Ri ∼ 0.3 AU (∼25 R⋆),
it is almost zero in the case of flat disks and of the order
of 25% for flared disks. This is also significantly less than
observed; it increases to 40% only for RD = 1000 AU.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6, the emission of flared disks
with large Ri is always peaked at longer wavelengths, not
in the near-IR. We find no way in which either flat or flared
disk models can account for the observed SEDs over the
whole range of wavelengths.

The models discussed so far consider only the frac-
tion of stellar radiation intercepted by the disk surface.
In fact, if the disk has a large inner radius, there is an
additional region, roughly shaped as a cylinder of radius

Fig. 7. Fraction of the stellar luminosity intercepted by disks
with outer radius RD = 200 AU and increasing inner radius
Ri. Both flat and flared disks are plotted (dashed curves). The
solid lines show the fraction of stellar light intercepted by the
inner disk wall at Ri computed as Hi/Ri, i.e., assuming that
the wall has the shape of a cylinder of height Hi. In curve
(1) Hi is equal to the pressure scale height h, in curve (2) to
the height of the disk photosphere. The vertical thin dashed
lines show the location of T = 1500 and 2000 K. The stellar
parameters are those of AB Aur

Ri and height Hi, which also intercepts and re-radiates a
fraction of the stellar light. This inner wall is much hot-
ter and has therefore a much bigger scale height than a
CG disk at the same distance from the star, because it
sees the stellar surface almost perpendicularly. The exact
amount of intercepted radiation may be significant. As a
zero order indication, we show in Fig. 7 the values for a
wall at Ri with Hi = h, where h is the scale height of the
disk at the temperature of the wall (curve 1) and Hi = H,
where H is the photospheric height (∼4−5h; curve 2).

The vertical dashed lines in Fig. 7 show the approxi-
mate region where we expect dust evaporation to occur.
Thus, if the inner radius of the disk is determined by dust
evaporation, then Ri ∼ 0.3 AU, and the fraction of stellar
radiation intercepted by the inner wall can be as high as
20%, while the disk surface will intercept about 25% of
the stellar radiation. These numbers are roughly consis-
tent with the values observed in AB Aur and in the other
HAe stars in our sample. We show for example in Fig. 8
the AB Aur SED where we have added to the disk emis-
sion shown in Fig. 1, a BB component at T = 1700 K
corresponding to an inner wall at R ∼ 0.27 AU which
intercepts about 30% of the stellar radiation. While the
fit to the data is not perfect, it is clear that the model
we propose decreases the discrepancy between models and
observations. However, more detailed models are in order,
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FIG. 1.ÈSketch of the geometry of the model

half down into the diskÏs deeper layers. A fraction of thist
sÑux will be absorbed by the interior, where is a dimen-t

ssionless number in between 0 and 1 that accounts for the
possibility that the disk interior is not fully optically thick
to the emission of the surface layer. We assume the disk
interior to be isothermal with a temperature which is aT

i
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very good approximation for optically thick disks. This
interior will emit a Ñux given byFemit
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The disk will be almost isothermal in the vertical direction,
leading to a Gaussian density distribution with a constant
pressure scale height given byhcg
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where is the virial temperature at theT
c
\ GM* km

p
/kR*stellar surface. The ratio of the disk surface height to theHcgpressure scale height is a dimensionless number ofhcg scgorder unity :

Hcg \ scg hcg . (6)

Usually this will lie somewhere in between 2 and 6, but itscgcan be self-consistently determined from the grazing angle
a, the surface density &, and the Planck mean opacity at the
stellar temperature The way to do this is described iniP(T*).
° A2.

2.1.2. Disk Surface L ayer
Since the disk surface layer is deÐned as the layer of

matter in direct sight of the central star up to grazing
optical depth the temperature in this layer can beqa ^ 1,

estimated from the optically thin expression
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where is the ratio of the Planck mean opacities at andv
s

T
sQuantities describing the surface layer carry the sub-T*.

script s. The Planck mean opacity is deÐned as

iP(T ) \ /0= Bl(T )il dl
/0= Bl(T )dl . (8)

The Ñux from the surface layer in both the upward and the
downward direction is
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In our treatment of the surface layer we ignore scattering.
It should be pointed out that, while the e†ect of this approx-
imation on the structure of the disk is small, the e†ect on the
SED might be nonnegligible.

2.2. Inner Rim
We assume in the following that the disk is truncated on

the inside by dust evaporation. The disk may continue
toward the star in purely gaseous form, but as long as the
gas is optically thin to the stellar radiation, we can neglect
its e†ects and describe the disk structure as if it has a true
inner hole.

The inner disk radius is determined by requiring thatRrimthe disk temperature equals the dust evaporation tem-
perature, which we take to be K. The inner rimTevap \ 1500
of the disk exposes a vertical surface to direct stellar radi-
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Most	important	
techniques

• Angular	differential	imaging	
• Make	use	of	the	rotation	of	sky	
versus	telescope	to	subtract	
the	telescope	errors	

• Most	sensitive	method	at	
larger	separations	

• Polarimetric	differential	imaging	
• Isolate	the	polarised	light	
scattered	by	dust	

• Most	sensitive	close	to	the	star

�6

 
Figure 3: A sketch illustrating field rotation, from the viewpoint of an observer
standing  next  to  the  telescope,  looking  South.  The  black  square  with  stars
stands for the sky field that the telescope  is tracking across the sky, whereas
the  black  "spiders"  show  the  orientation  of  the  telescope  pupil.  (Image:  C.
Thalmann)
 
The  angle  between  a  celestial  pole,  the  target,  and  zenith  is  called  the
parallactic angle. It changes monotonously during a night, though the rate of
change varies.  The field rotation is fastest when the target passes the highest
point of its trajectory, i.e. when it transits the local meridian. The rate of field
rotation around transit furthermore depends on the declination of the target.
It  is  greatest  for  targets  transiting  close  to  zenith,  i.e.  whose  declination  is
close to the geographic latitude of the telescope.
 
4.  The ADI technique

 
Angular differential imaging exploits the fact that the field and the pupil rotate
with respect to each other during the observation to distinguish the star's halo
from real on‐sky sources.
 
In  conventional  astronomical  observations,  the  field  orientation  is  kept
constant on the camera. This allows the different exposures in a series to be
added together conveniently. In ADI observations, the orientation of the pupil
is  kept  constant  instead.  Since  the  major  sources  of  quasi‐static  speckles
(spider,  telescope mirrors)  are  locked  to  the  pupil  orientation,  the  resulting
speckle halo around the target star remains as stable as possible. The field, on
the  other  hand,  will  rotate  around  the  target  star  over  the  course  of  the
observation.
 
Figure 4 illustrates how the series of  images taken in ADI‐mode (Ai) are then
processed. First the pixel‐wise median (B) of the image stack is calculated. All
structures that appear consistent throughout the observation show up in the
median, whereas a planet will move along an arc and leave no significant trace
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Polarimetric differential imaging (PDI)

Stokes transformationTelescope 4 HWP positions Data reduction

QΦ

UΦU

Q

UΦ/QΦ ∼2-3% 
(see Canovas et al. 2015)
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Phase functions 
and polarisation

M. Min et al.: Multiwavelength optical properties of compact dust aggregates in protoplanetary disks

aggregates at λ = 0.55 µm
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DHS, adding opacities
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Fig. 7. Degree of linear polarization as a function of scattering angle (upper left panel). The other panels show the scattering-angle-averaged degree
of polarization as a function of wavelength for the di↵erent particle models (see Eq. (3)). Shown are the curves for rV = 0.2, 2.0, and 4.0 µm.

Fig. 8. Size-distribution-averaged mass absorption cross section com-
puted with the DHS method with the e↵ective medium theory (solid
lines) compared to those computed for spherical particles composed of
astronomical silicate (dotted lines). The di↵erent colors correspond to
di↵erent slopes (i.e., values of p) of the size distribution: p = 4 (pink),
p = 3.5 (red), and p = 3 (brown).

– The degree of polarization is not significantly influ-
enced by the size of the aggregate and is expected to be
determined by the size of the constituent particles.

The particles in our simulation are still relatively compact
for computational e�ciency. It is expected that the di↵er-
ences between the two di↵erent sizes present in the aggregate
are more pronounced when the aggregate structure is more
flu↵y.

� Large aggregate particles display a phase function
with a strong forward-scattering peak and mildly
backward-scattering part of the phase function. This
backward-scattering part of the phase function is not found
for smooth particles. In geometries where the forward-
scattering peak is not visible (for example in mildly inclined
disks), the phase function can appear to be purely backward
scattering. This e↵ect cannot be modeled using smooth
particles.

� The polarization properties of aggregates are, as already
mentioned, dominated by the polarization properties of the
aggregate constituents. Therefore, when modeling aggre-
gate polarization properties, the shape of the constituents is
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Fig. 4. Phase function for scattering at � = 0.55 µm. The left panel shows the aggregates of di↵erent sizes. The right panel shows the DHS model
with 25% porosity. The other approximate methods show very similar phase functions.

strong. It is expected that for particles more flu↵y than the one
we used, this e↵ect is much stronger still, as has been shown by
Min et al. (2006) for aggregates of di↵erent fractal dimension.

3.2. Scattering properties

3.2.1. Phase function

In Fig. 4 we show the phase functions, F11, computed for scat-
tering at a wavelength of � = 0.55 µm. The overall shape of this
curve is clearly similar to the simplified approach. Especially the
forward-scattering part of the phase function, up to ⇠50� scat-
tering, is very similar. From this scattering angle toward more
backscattering directions, the phase functions of the real aggre-
gates do di↵er from all simplified methods. The aggregates show
a much flatter and even slightly increasing phase function with
scattering angle, where all simplified methods display a decreas-
ing phase function with scattering angle. The reason for this is
the concaveness of the aggregates outer layers. The approximate
methods are all very smooth particles with a convex and com-
pletely smooth surface. For large particles, this causes strong
forward Fresnel reflections. However, for a concave or rough
surface, a behavior much more in line with that also outlined
in Min et al. (2010) is expected. These relatively small aggre-
gates already show the start of the backward-scattering behavior
expected from simple geometrical optics (like the lunar phases).
Indeed, the shape of the phase function of the 4 µm aggregates
can be completely understood from a superposition of a di↵rac-
tion part and a backward-reflecting curve computed from re-
golith reflectance theory (Hapke 1981). This e↵ect is expected
to be especially strong for more compact particles. By increas-
ing the aggregate flu�ness, the e↵ect will eventually disappear.

In Fig. 5 we plot the asymmetry parameter of the parti-
cles as a function of wavelength. The asymmetry parameter,
g = hcos ✓i, is defined as

g =

R
4⇡ F11(✓) cos ✓ d⌦
R

4⇡ F11(✓) d⌦
· (1)

In observations, we often cannot access the entire phase func-
tion, and conclusions are drawn about the asymmetry parameter
from a limited range of scattering angles. For example, debris
disks are optically thin and F11 can be measured directly from
scattered-light images. If the disk is resolved, then we know the
disk inclination and the range of scattering angle probed. The
scattering properties then have to be compared over the same

range of scattering angles. To examine the true diagnostic value
of this range, we also show in Fig. 5 the asymmetry parameter
that would be derived when only the central 80� of scattering can
be accessed, for example, for a debris disk with inclination 40�
from face-on. As is often done in cases like this, we fit a Henyey
Greenstein phase function,

FHG
11 /

1 � g2

(1 � 2g cos ✓ + g2)3/2 , (2)

to this part of the computed phase function. This yields an ob-
served, or e↵ective, asymmetry parameter of that part of the
phase function. It is plotted in Fig. 5. The e↵ective asymme-
try parameter can be very di↵erent from the formal one com-
puted by Eq. (1). For short wavelengths and large aggregates
it can even be negative, corresponding to the part of the phase
function that increases with scattering angle, that is, the domi-
nant backward-scattering part. In real observations, the orienta-
tion of the system is often unknown and only the absolute value
of the asymmetry parameter can be obtained. Only whith addi-
tional information on the near and far side of the disk can the
sign be obtained. It is expected that the wavelength region with
dominant backward scattering (e↵ective asymmetry parameter
g < 0) becomes broader with increasing aggregate size. The
range of scattering angles over which the phase function is back-
ward scattering is also expected to grow with increasing aggre-
gate size because the di↵raction peak, which is heavily forward
scattering, moves to smaller scattering angles. This e↵ect is not
captured by any of the approximate methods.

3.2.2. Effective albedo

As discussed in the previous section, we often cannot access the
full range of scattering angles in an observed object. In the case
of anisotropic scattering, this can also cause a large part of the
scattered light to be scattered away from the observer. Especially
in the case of extreme forward scattering, this can cause the ob-
served scattered-light flux to be much lower than what would
be expected by considering the single-scattering albedo alone.
This e↵ect was introduced by Mulders et al. (2013) to explain
the faint scattered-light halo of the Herbig star HD 100546 and
its red color.

In Fig. 6 we show the total and the e↵ective albedo of
the aggregates and the values corresponding to the simplified
computations. The e↵ective albedo is the albedo that would be
computed if we were to cut out the forward 10� of scattering. In
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Fig. 11. Schematics of the ring, defining the angles ✓ and � used in
Eq. (2). We plotted as an illustration 3 points along the ring, defined by
the PA ✓i and corresponding to a scattering angle �i

considered values of ' between 0 and 180�, assuming that the
forward-scattering side of the disc (0  '  90�) is on the NW
(see discussion below). A schematics illustrating those angles is
shown in Fig. 11.

Second, for each location, we performed aperture photom-
etry on the as-observed (projected) view of the ring, requiring
therefore elliptical apertures to account for the projection e↵ect.
Each elliptical aperture were oriented along the PA of the disc,
had a semi-major axis 0.100 (about the FWHM of the ring) and
with the same major to minor axis ratio as the disc (i.e. 4.25). Us-
ing elliptical apertures with such an aspect ratio on the projected
image is identical as using circular apertures on a deprojected
image of the disc. With the former technique, the noise estima-
tion is easier because it is only radially dependent on the on-sky
projected image, whereas it also depends on the azimuth for a
deprojected image.

Last, we corrected the flux measured in each aperture by
three terms: the inverse physical distance squared due the stellar
illumination, a correction term to account for ADI flux losses,
and a correction term to accound for the convolution by the in-
strumental PSF. Those three terms depend on the position along
the ring and therefore have an impact on the derived phase
function. To compute the last two terms, we used an isotropic
scattered light model of the disc created with the GrAteR code
(Augereau et al. 1999), with the parameters described in Table 5,
illustrated in Fig. 12 left. We compared the elliptical aperture
photometry of the inital unconvolved model disc with that of the
final image after insertion of the model in a fake pupil-stabilised
cube, convolution by the PSF and mcADI reduction. To do so,
we inserted the model in a fake pupil-stabilised cube of images,
with the same orientation as seen during the observations and
each image was convolved by the PSF. Figure 12 middle shows
this convolved model. The e↵ect of the convolution is mainly to
enhance the ansae. Then the cube is reduced using the mcADI
algorithm (Fig. 12 right). With the masking strategy, the ADI
flux losses are minimised to less than 10% in most areas of the
disc, and a↵ect mostly the semi-minor axis because the mask
was slightly undersized with respect to the disc true width to

0 23 45 68 90

Unconvolved model Convolved model Reduced model

Fig. 12. Disc images with the same colour scale showing the e↵ect of
the convolution and the mcADI reduction.

Fig. 13. Map of the flux loss resulting from the mcADI reduction. A
value of 0 indicates the absence of flux loss while a value of �1 means
all the disc flux is removed by ADI.

avoid being unable to evaluate the reference coronagraphic im-
age on a large region. A map of the flux loss is shown in Fig. 13.

The final result was normalised to one at the NE ansa. The
resulting curve for the H2 (top) and H3 filters (bottom) are
shown in Fig. 14. No spectral dependance in the phase func-
tion is observed between the two filters, within error bars. The
curves show a steep decrease from the smallest scattering angle
' = 90� � i = 13.6� to 40� followed by an increasing and lin-
ear trend until the largest scattering angle ' = 90� + i = 166.6�
seen given the disc viewing angle. The increase detected beyond
160� on the north side is likely to be an artifact resulting from
a quasi-static speckle pinned on an Airy ring at this exact loca-
tion and smeared as an arc due to the derotation of the images.
There are several reasons for which we do not believe in this
feature. First it is not seen on the southern side of the disc, al-
though the SPF as derived from the northern and southern side
must be identical. This bright feature clearly appears in the final
image as a portion of a circular ring whereas the disc curvature
is very small along the semi-minor axis. Last, we suspect that it
may correspond to the location of a PSF Airy ring for the H2
and H3 wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 15. The sharp increase of
the phase function for scattering angles below 30� is interpreted
as forward scattering, meaning that the western side is inclined
towards the Earth. Although this has been a matter of debate
(see for instance Milli et al. 2015; Perrin et al. 2015), the phase
function analysis now clearly supports this assumption. Indeed
Hapke (2012) analysed 495 varieties of particles including solar
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tion, as well as the smooth decrease in the reflectance between
0.95 µm and 1 µm.

5. Discussion on the dust properties

5.1. Constraints from the scattering phase function

The SPF of debris discs brings an insight in the properties of the
scattering particles, as recently demonstrated using Saturn’s G
and D rings (Hedman & Stark 2015). The most common way to
describe the SPF is through the Henyey-Greenstein (HG) func-
tion (Henyey & Greenstein 1941), which can be expressed as

HG(g, ϕ) =
1

4π
1 − g2

!

1 − 2g cosϕ + g2"3/2
(3)

Although this model has no physical motivation, it provides a
useful way to describe the behaviour of the SPF because it de-
pends on a single parameter g, known as the HG asymmetry
parameter. It ranges between -1 for perfectly backward scatter-
ing and 1 for perfectly forward scattering, 0 corresponding to
isotropic scattering. The HG function is monotonous, so this al-
ready shows that it will not provide a good match to the mea-
sured SPF of HR 4796 A. However many authors (Hapke 2012;
Stark et al. 2014; Hedman & Stark 2015) show that multiple HG
functions provide an adequate approximation to the measured
SPF in planetary regoliths, planetary rings or dusty debris discs.
We therefore fit the SPF with a 2-component HG function of the
form:

HG2(g1,w1, g2,w2, ϕ) = w1HG(g1, ϕ) + w2HG(g2, ϕ) (4)

We combined the measurements from the north and south sides
of the ring. The best fit yields a reduced chi squared of 1.08 and
is shown in Figure 13. The HG coefficents are g0 = 0.99+0.01

−0.38
for the forward scattering component, with a weight of 83%,
and g1 = −0.14 ± 0.006 for the backward component, with a
weight of 17%. This function explains well the overall shape,
both the steep forward scattering regime, the flat region around
50◦ and the positive slope beyond 50◦. Two regimes at about
100◦ and 145◦ are not well explained because the SPF has oscil-
lations that cannot be captured by this simple model. The very
high HG coefficient for the foward scattering component g0 in-
dicates that the grains are overall much larger than the wave-
length λ = 1.65 µm. The HG coefficient of the backward scat-
tering side g1 = −0.14 ± 0.006 is compatible with the previous
HST/NICMOS measurements from Debes et al. (2008) and was
previously interpreted as forward scattering.

Hedman & Stark (2015) showed that the local value of the
power-law index provides a meaningful insight in the properties
of the scattering particles. It is plotted in Fig. 14 (bottom) and a
log-log plot of the SPF (top) shows that the values corresponding
to the smallest accessible scattering angles below 30◦ are well fit
by a power-law function of index −1.88 ± 0.06 (red curve).

In light of the Fraunhofer diffraction theory, the power-law of
the SPF at small scattering angles is an indicator of the particle
size distribution (Hedman & Stark 2015). It is valid for opaque
particles of size s at scattering angles small with respect to λ/s.
The grains of the HR 4796 disc are thought to be aggregates of
elementary size about 1 µm (Milli et al. 2015), meaning that the
approximation of the SPF by diffracting particles is valid for
ϕ ≪ 92◦. Assuming that we already comply with this constraint
at ϕ ∼ 20◦, we notice that the power-law index converges to
−2 ± 0.1, which translates into a size distribution dN/ds pro-
portional to ν−(−2+5) = ν−3 (Hedman & Stark 2015). This re-
sult is in agreement with previous modelling suggesting that the

Fig. 13. Fit of the averaged SPF with a 2-component HG function,
parametrized by the two HG parameters g0 = 0.99+0.01

−0.38, g1 = −0.14 ±
0.006 and the coefficients a0 = 4.0, a1 = 0.82

Fig. 14. Top: Log-log plot of the averaged SPF with a power-law fit
below 30◦ (power-law index of −1.88±0.06). Bottom: Power-law index
as a function of the scattering angle, for a fit performed on a sliding
range of scattering angles of length 14◦

Table 6. Grid of parameters for the 15600 models generated.

Parameter Min.
value

Max.
value

Nsample Sampling

Scattering
theory

Mie / DHS / /

smin ( µm) 0.1 100 13 log.
pH2O (%) 1 90 5 log.
P (%) 0 80 5 linear
qSior 0 1 6 linear
ν -2.5 -5.5 4 linear

size distribution dN/ds is likely following the traditional ν−3.5

(Milli et al. 2015) expected for a collisional cascade in steady
state (Dohnanyi 1969). However this result must be taken with
caution, because the power-law index is not exactly constant for
small scattering angles (see Fig. 14 bottom), suggesting that ei-
ther we are no longer in the approximation of Fraunhofer diffrac-
tion at ϕ = 21.5◦ or that the size distribution does not follow a
perfect power-law.

The Mie theory extends the results of the Fraunhofer diffrac-
tion theory by providing the exact analytical expression of the
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Fig. 1. SPHERE/ZIMPOL polarized light imagery of HD 100546. a) Q� images in coronagraphic SlowPol mode. b) Q� images in FastPol mode.
c) same as a) with labels, where the white dashed line indicates the disk major axis and the inner grey spot the coronagraph size. d) U� images
in SlowPol mode, with color stretch twice as hard as in a). e) Unsharp masking of the Q� image (see Sect. 3.1.3). The predicted locations of b)
(Quanz et al. 2015) and of c) in May 2015 with relative azimuthal uncertainty (S. Brittain, priv. comm.) are shown in purple and green. All images
except e) are scaled by the squared distance from the star and are shown with linear stretch. North is up, East is left.

over a discrete range of values to qualitatively reproduce the
signal distribution observed along the major axis2. Both tech-
niques led to a inner radius of 0.1100 ± 0.0100. For consistency,
we applied the same techniques to the NACO datasets and found
0.1300 ± 0.0200 for both H and KS bands. Even though the error
bars from these estimates overlap, the small o↵set from the radial
profiles derived from the two datasets might be real rather than
caused by the di↵erent angular resolution of the observations.

We also extracted the brightness distribution along the inner
rim (Fig. 2c) by averaging the contribution from a five-pixel-
wide ellipse at 0.1500, obtained by projecting a circular ring by
i = 42�. We centered the ellipse slightly outside of the inten-
sity peak (0.1300) to only include regions with a detectable sig-
nal. The location of the main peak matches the major axis. In
contrast, the peak to the NW is ⇠30� o↵set towards N (consis-
tently with the NACO dataset, Avenhaus et al. 2014a). The same
amount of o↵set is found between the intensity peak on the near
side and the location of the minor axis.

3.1.2. Outer disk

The azimuthal brightness distribution at large radii is highly
asymmetric. The NE half of the image (the far side) is signifi-
cantly brighter than the SW half (the near side). The distribution
on the far side seems to also be discontinuous. As highlighted in
Fig. 1c, a dark wedge to the E separates two wide bright regions
(centered at 10� and 120�). On the near side, a bright wedge

2 The elliptic annuli technique may yield di↵erent results by changing
the adopted inclination and position angle. However, we did not find
any relevant di↵erence over a reasonable range of values. The results
from the toy model are valid under the assumption that the disk inner
edge is sharp, which is not necessarily true (see Mulders et al. 2013b;
Panić et al. 2014). However, for the purpose of comparison of the two
datasets, this uncertainty is not an problem.

(spanning 220��280�) stands out. A sharp bright blob is also
visible to the W (marked as AO artifact in Fig. 1c). This is most
probably an instrument artifact because it does not appear in dif-
ferently sky-oriented frames, while it is seen in the total intensity
images at the radial location of the main AO ring (corresponding
to the AO correction radius at ⇠20 �/D, inside of which the AO
system provides almost perfect corrections).

In Fig. 2d we show the normalized azimuthal profile from
both NACO and SPHERE images, obtained at r = 0.4700 (i.e.,
the predicted radial location of b, Quanz et al. 2015) similar to
Fig. 2c. Interestingly, the intensity peak from the three wave-
bands lie at the same azimuthal position, which is ⇠15� farther
E of N of HD 100546b. The normalized distributions from the
three wavebands are consistent within the error bars almost ev-
erywhere. The only exception is the SW bright wedge from the
SPHERE image, which is roughly 40% brighter than the same
structures from the NACO datasets. The azimuthal width of this
wedge is similar to what we found along the rim (Fig. 2c), but it
is ⇠20� displaced.

3.1.3. Disk structures

No significant substructures can easily be spotted from the outer
disk. Only a spiral arm to the NW at r ⇠ 0.200 can be seen from
Figs. 1a and 2a. To reveal any additional elusive features in the
disk, we applied an unsharp masking technique to our images.
This technique consists in adding a blurred, negative version of
the original image to sharpen its details. It has been applied to
protoplanetary disks images by, for example, Ardila et al. (2007)
and Quanz et al. (2011). The resulting image must be interpreted
with caution since although it is sharper, it is most certainly not
a more accurate representation of the real disk structure.

An unsharp masked version of the SPHERE Q� image was
obtained by subtracting the smoothed version (by ⇠10⇥FWHM)
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Fig. 1. SPHERE/ZIMPOL polarized light imagery of HD 100546. a) Q� images in coronagraphic SlowPol mode. b) Q� images in FastPol mode.
c) same as a) with labels, where the white dashed line indicates the disk major axis and the inner grey spot the coronagraph size. d) U� images
in SlowPol mode, with color stretch twice as hard as in a). e) Unsharp masking of the Q� image (see Sect. 3.1.3). The predicted locations of b)
(Quanz et al. 2015) and of c) in May 2015 with relative azimuthal uncertainty (S. Brittain, priv. comm.) are shown in purple and green. All images
except e) are scaled by the squared distance from the star and are shown with linear stretch. North is up, East is left.

over a discrete range of values to qualitatively reproduce the
signal distribution observed along the major axis2. Both tech-
niques led to a inner radius of 0.1100 ± 0.0100. For consistency,
we applied the same techniques to the NACO datasets and found
0.1300 ± 0.0200 for both H and KS bands. Even though the error
bars from these estimates overlap, the small o↵set from the radial
profiles derived from the two datasets might be real rather than
caused by the di↵erent angular resolution of the observations.

We also extracted the brightness distribution along the inner
rim (Fig. 2c) by averaging the contribution from a five-pixel-
wide ellipse at 0.1500, obtained by projecting a circular ring by
i = 42�. We centered the ellipse slightly outside of the inten-
sity peak (0.1300) to only include regions with a detectable sig-
nal. The location of the main peak matches the major axis. In
contrast, the peak to the NW is ⇠30� o↵set towards N (consis-
tently with the NACO dataset, Avenhaus et al. 2014a). The same
amount of o↵set is found between the intensity peak on the near
side and the location of the minor axis.

3.1.2. Outer disk

The azimuthal brightness distribution at large radii is highly
asymmetric. The NE half of the image (the far side) is signifi-
cantly brighter than the SW half (the near side). The distribution
on the far side seems to also be discontinuous. As highlighted in
Fig. 1c, a dark wedge to the E separates two wide bright regions
(centered at 10� and 120�). On the near side, a bright wedge

2 The elliptic annuli technique may yield di↵erent results by changing
the adopted inclination and position angle. However, we did not find
any relevant di↵erence over a reasonable range of values. The results
from the toy model are valid under the assumption that the disk inner
edge is sharp, which is not necessarily true (see Mulders et al. 2013b;
Panić et al. 2014). However, for the purpose of comparison of the two
datasets, this uncertainty is not an problem.

(spanning 220��280�) stands out. A sharp bright blob is also
visible to the W (marked as AO artifact in Fig. 1c). This is most
probably an instrument artifact because it does not appear in dif-
ferently sky-oriented frames, while it is seen in the total intensity
images at the radial location of the main AO ring (corresponding
to the AO correction radius at ⇠20 �/D, inside of which the AO
system provides almost perfect corrections).

In Fig. 2d we show the normalized azimuthal profile from
both NACO and SPHERE images, obtained at r = 0.4700 (i.e.,
the predicted radial location of b, Quanz et al. 2015) similar to
Fig. 2c. Interestingly, the intensity peak from the three wave-
bands lie at the same azimuthal position, which is ⇠15� farther
E of N of HD 100546b. The normalized distributions from the
three wavebands are consistent within the error bars almost ev-
erywhere. The only exception is the SW bright wedge from the
SPHERE image, which is roughly 40% brighter than the same
structures from the NACO datasets. The azimuthal width of this
wedge is similar to what we found along the rim (Fig. 2c), but it
is ⇠20� displaced.

3.1.3. Disk structures

No significant substructures can easily be spotted from the outer
disk. Only a spiral arm to the NW at r ⇠ 0.200 can be seen from
Figs. 1a and 2a. To reveal any additional elusive features in the
disk, we applied an unsharp masking technique to our images.
This technique consists in adding a blurred, negative version of
the original image to sharpen its details. It has been applied to
protoplanetary disks images by, for example, Ardila et al. (2007)
and Quanz et al. (2011). The resulting image must be interpreted
with caution since although it is sharper, it is most certainly not
a more accurate representation of the real disk structure.

An unsharp masked version of the SPHERE Q� image was
obtained by subtracting the smoothed version (by ⇠10⇥FWHM)
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Fig. 2. Left: VLT/SPHERE coronagraphic R
0 band Q� image of HD 100546 (Garufi et al. 2016). The image is r

2-scaled with a correction only
for the inclination of the disk. Center: the same Q� image with a correction for both the inclination and height of the flaring disk surface. Right:
reconstructed r

2-scaled total intensity image obtained by applying a correction for the degree of polarization on the Q� image. All images show a
2.000 ⇥ 2.000 field of view on the same linear color scale with equal minimum and maximum value. Orange corresponds to positive values, blue to
negative values, and black is the zero-point. The 155 mas diameter coronagraph has been masked out. The contours of the left and center image
show the radial distance from the central star to the point of scattering in the disk surface that is used for the r

2-scaling. The contours of the right
image show the local scattering angles that are used to calculate the phase function and estimate the total intensity.

The image is then rotated in order to align the major axis position
angle, PA, with the observation,

xim,rot = xim cos⇥ � yim sin⇥,
yim,rot = xim sin⇥ + yim cos⇥,

(4)

where ⇥ = PA � 90� is the image rotation angle and (xim,rot,
yim,rot) are the new image plane coordinates. Since the projec-
tion of the coordinates in the disk surface results in an unevenly
spaced sampling of the image plane, we use linear interpolation
to resample the image plane onto an evenly spaced (10 mas) grid
of points in the xim,rot and yim,rot direction, which correspond to
right ascension and declination, respectively.

Now that we know how the disk surface projects onto the
detector plane and vice versa, we can map physical quantities
to the observed scattered light image. For example, the distance
from the star to the point of scattering in the disk surface where
⌧ = 1 in radial direction is given by

r =
q

r
2
mid + h⌧=1(rmid)2, (5)

and the scattering angle,  , by which stellar photons scatter to-
wards the image plane is defined as

cos (⇡ �  ) = sin
✓⇡

2
+ �

◆
cos (⇡ + �) sin i+cos

✓⇡
2
+ �

◆
cos i, (6)

with the disk opening angle given by

� = arctan
 

h⌧=1(rmid)
rmid

!
· (7)

For an observed scattered light image, we use the right ascen-
sion and declination pixel coordinates to interpolate the model
image plane. This provides an estimate of the scattering radius
and scattering angle in each pixel which can be used to calculate
r

2-scaled images and dust phase functions.

3. New view on the HD 100546 disk surface

As an application for the scattered light mapping method, we
used archival polarimetric imaging observations of the proto-
planetary disk around HD 100546. The data includes SPHERE
(Beuzit et al. 2008) PDI observations with the Very Large Tele-
scope (VLT) in the R

0 band (�c = 0.63) that were obtained in
2015 with the optical sub-instrument ZIMPOL (Thalmann et al.
2008) and presented by Garufi et al. (2016). Furthermore, it in-
cludes VLT/NACO (Lenzen et al. 2003) H band (�c = 1.66)
and Ks band (�c = 2.18) PDI observations from Avenhaus et al.
(2014) that were obtained in 2013.

HD 100546 is a Herbig Be star at a distance of 97 ± 4 pc
(van Leeuwen 2007) which is surrounded by a protoplanetary
disk (Pantin et al. 2000). The disk inclination and major axis po-
sition angle have been measured in several studies, for example,
i = 41.�94 ± 0.�03 and PA = 145.�14 ± 0.�04 (Pineda et al. 2014),
i = 44�±3� and PA = 146�±4� (Walsh et al. 2014), i = 42�±5�
and PA = 145�±5� (Ardila et al. 2007). The near side of the disk
is most likely along the southwest minor axis (PA = 235�) and
the far side along the northeast minor axis (PA = 55�). This is
inferred from the preceding and receding CO lines (Pineda et al.
2014) and from assuming that the observed spiral arms are trail-
ing (Ardila et al. 2007; Boccaletti et al. 2013; Avenhaus et al.
2014). The 15 au cavity edge in the SPHERE R

0 band scattered
light image shows no indication of an o↵set with respect to the
central star (Garufi et al. 2016).

3.1. Stellar irradiation corrected images

Polarimetric di↵erential imaging observations measure the linear
polarization components of the Stokes vector, Q and U, which
are often converted into their azimuthal counterparts, Q� and U�.
The Q� image contains all polarized flux in the single scattering
limit with only positive pixel values in the case of a noise-free
disk detection with positively polarizing dust grains. Scattered
light images are often scaled with the square of the distance from
each pixel to the star in order to correct for the dilution of stellar
radiation field. This provides a better representation of the spatial
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Fig. 3. Left: observed polarized intensity phase functions (dashed lines) and reconstructed total intensity phase functions (solid lines) that are
calculated by assuming a bell-shaped degree of polarization (dotted line). The polarized intensity phase functions have been obtained from the Q�

scattered light images in the R
0, H, and Ks bands. Each phase function has been normalized to its peak value. The error bars show three standard

errors of the mean obtained from the corresponding U� images. Right: total intensity phase functions of the VLT/SPHERE R
0 band observation for

di↵erent geometries of the radial ⌧ = 1 disk surface (see Eq. (2)). Throughout this work we use h0 = 0.14 and � = 1.17 (purple data points) which
were obtained from the radiative transfer model of Mulders et al. (2013). The purple shaded region shows the e↵ect of the inclination (40��45�)
on the derived phase function for the ⌧ = 1 geometry with h0 = 0.14 and � = 1.17.

distribution of the dust grains in the disk surface and enhances
faint structures at large disk radii.

The r
2-scaled image is usually obtained by calculating the

deprojected distance from each pixel to the star in a geometri-
cally flat disk for a given inclination and position angle, while
the vertical extent of the disk is neglected (e.g., Avenhaus et al.
2014; Garufi et al. 2016). In this case, the distance calculation is
symmetric with respect to the major axis and pixels that are on
opposite sides of the major axis are scaled by the same amount.
This introduces large errors for inclined and flaring disks be-
cause the distances on the near side will be underestimated while
the distances on the far side will be overestimated. The left image
in Fig. 2 shows the r

2-scaled R
0 band Q� image with a correction

applied only for the inclination of the HD 100546 disk. In that
case, the far side appears brighter in the r

2-scaled image than the
near side of the disk (Avenhaus et al. 2014; Garufi et al. 2016).

For a more realistic r
2-scaling, we use the MCMax

(Min et al. 2009) radiative transfer model from Mulders et al.
(2013) to estimate the height of the ⌧ = 1 surface of the
HD 100546 disk. The radiative transfer model was constructed
to fit Hubble Space Telescope (HST) scattered light images in
the optical and near-infrared, as well as the spectral energy dis-
tribution (SED). We retrieved the radial ⌧ = 1 height from the
model in the R

0, H, and Ks bands and performed a least-squares
fit of Eq. (2) from which we obtained h0 = 0.14 and � = 1.17
for the three filters. The ⌧ = 1 height is very similar in the R

0,
H, and Ks bands, with di↵erences in h0 and � only after the
second decimal. We note that the flaring of the ⌧ = 1 surface
(� = 1.17) is smaller than the flaring of the pressure scale height,
Hp = 0.04 au (r/au)1.3 (Mulders et al. 2013), because the height
of the ⌧ = 1 surface is determined by the combined e↵ect of the
parametrized pressure scale height and surface density.

The center image in Fig. 2 shows the Q� image with a
r

2-scaling that is calculated with the power law profile that was
obtained from the radiative transfer model. Each pixel of the
original Q� image has been multiplied with the squared distance

from the star to the point of scattering in the disk surface as given
by Eq. (5). The resulting r

2-scaled image appears significantly
di↵erent from the one constructed with the geometrically flat as-
sumption with the near side (southwest) of the disk clearly being
brighter than the far side (northeast). The reason for this is ap-
parent from the scattering radius contours in the left and center
images of Fig. 2. The contours are symmetric with respect to
the disk major axis for the geometrically flat case. In reality, the
scattering distance is projected asymmetrically with respect to
the disk major axis because of the flaring geometry of the disk
surface.

3.2. Dust phase functions

The scattering phase function of dust grains depends on sev-
eral parameters including their size, shape, composition, and
internal structure (e.g., Bohren & Hu↵man 1983; Muñoz et al.
2006; Min et al. 2012, 2016). To gain insight into the scattering
properties of the dust grains residing in the HD 100546 disk sur-
face, we obtained the phase function from the unscaled Q� po-
larized intensity images. In Sect. 3.1, we used the scattered light
mapping method to determine the scattering radius and scatter-
ing angle associated with each image pixel (see contours in the
center and right images of Fig. 2, respectively). This allows us to
construct a phase function from all pixel values within a certain
distance range from the star.

Figure 3 shows the derived phase functions for the R
0, H,

and Ks band PDI observations. We have used all the pixels that
correspond to disk radii between 80 and 100 au, corrected each
pixel value for the e↵ect of stellar irradiation, and determined
the scattering angle for each pixel with Eq. (6). The pixel values
are binned in 36 linearly spaced scattering angle bins between 0�
and 180�. The polarized intensity phase functions (dashed lines
in Fig. 3) are constructed from the mean scattering angle and
the mean r

2-scaled Q� flux in each bin. The uncertainties are
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direct stellar light. The scattered light surface brightness distri-
bution of a disk depends on disk properties such as the pressure
scale height and surface density, as well as the single scattering
albedo, phase function, and single scattering polarization of the
dust grains.

Interpretation of scattered light images of inclined protoplan-
etary disks can be non-trivial for several reasons. First, the sur-
face layer of a protoplanetary disks usually has a flaring shape
that results in complex projection e↵ects. Second, the surface
brightness is partially scattering angle dependent because of the
phase function and single scattering polarization of the dust
grains. Third, the stellar irradiation of the disk surface scales
with the reciprocal of the squared distance. All these e↵ects have
to be taken into account for a correct interpretation of scattered
light images and phase functions.

In this work, we investigate the e↵ect of the scattering sur-
face geometry of a protoplanetary disk on the calculation of
r

2-scaled images and phase functions. In Sect. 2, we construct a
numerical method that corrects scattered light images of inclined
and flaring disks for the dilution of the stellar radiation field and
retrieves the phase function of the dust. In Sect. 3, we apply the
method on polarized intensity images of the HD 100546 pro-
toplanetary disk. In Sect. 4, we discuss the importance of the
method for the interpretation of polarized scattered light ob-
servations of HD 100546 and the dust grain properties in the
disk surface in particular. In Sect. 5, we summarize the main
conclusions.

2. Mapping of scattered light images

2.1. Photon scattering

The orientation of a protoplanetary disk surface with respect to
the observer determines the local scattering angle of the stellar
photons that irradiate the dust grains. The scattering geometry
depends on the inclination of the disk and the vertical extent of
the disk surface which both have to be considered for a correct
interpretation of scattered light images. The optically thick part
of the disk surface that is probed in scattered light is equal to the
disk height where the scattering optical depth in radial direction
from the star reaches unity (⌧ = 1). In general, this will be several
times the local pressure scale height and will often be determined
by the height of the inner edge of the disk which can be pu↵ed
up by stellar heating (Dullemond et al. 2001).

Changes in surface brightness of an inclined disk are often
related to the scattering angle at which incoming photons scatter
from dust grains towards the observer. The scattering angle,  ,
for a disk surface with constant opening angle, �, is given by
(Quanz et al. 2011)

 = 90� + (i � �) cos � (�90�  �  90�),
 = 90� + (i + �) cos � (90� > � < 270�),

(1)

where i is the disk inclination, � the disk opening angle, and
� the azimuthal coordinate in the image plane measured in a
counterclockwise direction away from the far side minor axis
of the disk. The phase function of the disk can be obtained by
calculating the mean flux as a function of scattering angle for
all pixels within a certain distance range from the star in order
to exclude any irradiation e↵ect. Therefore, it is important to
know the scattering radius and scattering angle associated with
each image pixel. The scattering radius is the distance between
the star and the scattering location in the disk surface and the
scattering angle is the angle between the photon direction before
and after scattering.

ɸɸ=
0

rmid hτ=1(rmid)

i Z

Fig. 1. Schematic of the scattered light mapping method. A power law
shaped disk surface is projected onto an image plane which has an in-
clination, i, and is located along the negative y-axis. The height of the
radial ⌧ = 1 surface, h⌧=1(rmid), at a midplane radius, rmid, is given by
Eq. (2). The figure shows a disk projection with i = 42�, PA = 90�,
h0 = 0.14, � = 1.17, and a disk inner radius of 15 au at a distance of
100 pc.

To first order, the radial distance from each pixel to the star
can be obtained by correcting only for the inclination of the disk,
which would correspond to the true distance in the case when the
disk would be geometrically flat. For a more precise analysis,
the flaring shape of the radial ⌧ = 1 surface has to be consid-
ered, which can have a significant e↵ect on the radial distance.
More specifically, the observer’s view on the near and far side
of an inclined and flaring disk will be grazing and frontal, re-
spectively, which will increase and decrease, respectively, the
calculated distance compared to the value which only takes into
account the disk inclination.

2.2. Flaring disk projection

Here, we lay out a numerical method for retrieving r
2-scaled

images and phase functions, taking into account how a flar-
ing disk surface projects onto the image plane. We approximate
the height of the scattering surface of the protoplanetary disk,
h⌧= 1(rmid), with a power law function,

h⌧=1(rmid) = h0r
�
mid, (2)

where h0 is a normalization constant for the disk height, rmid
the disk radius in the midplane, and � the power law exponent
that determines whether the ⌧ = 1 surface has a flat (� = 1) or
flaring (� > 1) shape. We assume that the disk is axisymmet-
ric and rotate the radial ⌧ = 1 profile around the z-axis from
which we obtain a grid of coordinates in the disk surface that is
visible in scattered light. Next, we project the disk surface onto
the image plane for a given disk inclination, i. The image plane,
(xim, yim), is placed along the negative y-axis such that a point on
the disk surface at midplane radius rmid, azimuthal angle �, and
disk height h⌧= 1(r) projects to the image plane as (see Fig. 1)

xim = rmid sin �,
yim = h⌧= 1(r) sin i � rmid cos � cos i.

(3)
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C. Ginski et al.: Direct detection of scattered light gaps in the transitional disk around HD 97048 with VLT/SPHERE

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. SPHERE/IRDIS DPI (left) and ADI (right) images of HD 97048. The recovered disk structure is indicated. In the r
2-scaled DPI image we

see signal at the (forward scattering) positions of the two outermost rings recovered in the ADI image. In addition, we see some signal on the far
side of the disk that likely originates from the backscattering side of these outermost rings.

To better compare the NACO data to our new SPHERE observa-
tions, we re-reduced the archival data as described in Sect. 2.3.
While we clearly recover the same cross-shaped inner region of
the disk that was also found by Quanz et al. (2012), we now also
marginally detect Ring 2 in H band (especially the northern ansa,
see Fig. 1). Furthermore we unmistakably detect Ring 2 in the
Ks-band image. It is still unclear what produced the strong hor-
izontal signal in the inner part of the disk in the NACO data.
However, it is not seen in the much higher quality SPHERE data,
so it is presumably a PSF or instrumental polarization artefact.

We used the NACO data to compare the recovered surface
brightness in H band with our measurement in J band to de-
termine if there are any apparent colour e↵ects present in the
disk. We used H band alone since in Ks band most frames are
outside of the linear response regime of the detector close to
the stellar position and can thus not be calibrated photometri-
cally. Figure 3 shows the surface brightness profile along the
major axis of the disk in the northern (PA = 3�, see Sect. 3.2)
and southern (PA = 183�) directions obtained from the unscaled
Q� J-band image. The profile is obtained by selecting all pix-
els that are azimuthally less than 10� away from the major axis.
These pixels are binned radially in 40 mas and 60 mas wide bins
for SPHERE and NACO, respectively, between 0.05 arcsec and
2 arcsec. The error bars show 1� uncertainties of the surface
brightness in the unscaled U� image. More specifically, we de-
fined annuli at the same radial distance and with the same radial
width as the Q� surface brightness bins and determined the stan-
dard deviation of the U� pixels within each annulus. The profiles
in Fig. 3 show the surface brightness contrast of the polarized
scattered light from the disk with the stellar magnitude (assum-
ing 6.67 ± 0.05 mag in H band and 7.27 ± 0.02 mag in J band,
Cutri et al. 2003), which allows us to compare our photometri-
cally calibrated disk brightness in J and H bands.

We find that the surface brightness in H band corresponds
well with our own J-band measurement, i.e. we do not find a
strong colour dependency of the scattered light surface bright-
ness. This could be an indication that the scattered light signal is

Fig. 3. Calibrated surface brightness profile along the major axis of
the disk for our polarimetric SPHERE J-band data, as well as archival
NACO H-band data. No significant colour e↵ects are visible between
the two bands outside of Gap 1. The dotted horizontal lines give the sky
background limit of our SPHERE data as measured in the Q� image.

dominated by particles larger than the wavelength, and for which
thus no colour dependency would be expected. However, the
disk structures are only detected at very low signal-to-noise in
the NACO image, thus further SPHERE observations in the visi-
ble and near-infrared wavelength range will be needed to confirm
this finding.

3.2. Fitting of disk features and scattering height

determination

To quantify the geometry of the disk we fitted ellipses to the rings
and gaps detected with high signal-to-noise in our SPHERE DPI
and ADI data. Ellipses o↵set from the stellar position should
describe the features su�ciently, assuming that we are looking
at an axisymmetric, inclined, flared disk.
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Fig. 2. SPHERE/IRDIS DPI (left) and ADI (right) images of HD 97048. The recovered disk structure is indicated. In the r
2-scaled DPI image we

see signal at the (forward scattering) positions of the two outermost rings recovered in the ADI image. In addition, we see some signal on the far
side of the disk that likely originates from the backscattering side of these outermost rings.

To better compare the NACO data to our new SPHERE observa-
tions, we re-reduced the archival data as described in Sect. 2.3.
While we clearly recover the same cross-shaped inner region of
the disk that was also found by Quanz et al. (2012), we now also
marginally detect Ring 2 in H band (especially the northern ansa,
see Fig. 1). Furthermore we unmistakably detect Ring 2 in the
Ks-band image. It is still unclear what produced the strong hor-
izontal signal in the inner part of the disk in the NACO data.
However, it is not seen in the much higher quality SPHERE data,
so it is presumably a PSF or instrumental polarization artefact.

We used the NACO data to compare the recovered surface
brightness in H band with our measurement in J band to de-
termine if there are any apparent colour e↵ects present in the
disk. We used H band alone since in Ks band most frames are
outside of the linear response regime of the detector close to
the stellar position and can thus not be calibrated photometri-
cally. Figure 3 shows the surface brightness profile along the
major axis of the disk in the northern (PA = 3�, see Sect. 3.2)
and southern (PA = 183�) directions obtained from the unscaled
Q� J-band image. The profile is obtained by selecting all pix-
els that are azimuthally less than 10� away from the major axis.
These pixels are binned radially in 40 mas and 60 mas wide bins
for SPHERE and NACO, respectively, between 0.05 arcsec and
2 arcsec. The error bars show 1� uncertainties of the surface
brightness in the unscaled U� image. More specifically, we de-
fined annuli at the same radial distance and with the same radial
width as the Q� surface brightness bins and determined the stan-
dard deviation of the U� pixels within each annulus. The profiles
in Fig. 3 show the surface brightness contrast of the polarized
scattered light from the disk with the stellar magnitude (assum-
ing 6.67 ± 0.05 mag in H band and 7.27 ± 0.02 mag in J band,
Cutri et al. 2003), which allows us to compare our photometri-
cally calibrated disk brightness in J and H bands.

We find that the surface brightness in H band corresponds
well with our own J-band measurement, i.e. we do not find a
strong colour dependency of the scattered light surface bright-
ness. This could be an indication that the scattered light signal is

Fig. 3. Calibrated surface brightness profile along the major axis of
the disk for our polarimetric SPHERE J-band data, as well as archival
NACO H-band data. No significant colour e↵ects are visible between
the two bands outside of Gap 1. The dotted horizontal lines give the sky
background limit of our SPHERE data as measured in the Q� image.

dominated by particles larger than the wavelength, and for which
thus no colour dependency would be expected. However, the
disk structures are only detected at very low signal-to-noise in
the NACO image, thus further SPHERE observations in the visi-
ble and near-infrared wavelength range will be needed to confirm
this finding.

3.2. Fitting of disk features and scattering height

determination

To quantify the geometry of the disk we fitted ellipses to the rings
and gaps detected with high signal-to-noise in our SPHERE DPI
and ADI data. Ellipses o↵set from the stellar position should
describe the features su�ciently, assuming that we are looking
at an axisymmetric, inclined, flared disk.
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Fig. 4. SPHERE/IRDIS DPI (left) and ADI (right) images with our best fitting ellipses superimposed. Fitted rings are shown as blue dashed lines,
while fitted gaps are shown as white solid lines. The green disk in the centre of the system indicates the size of the utilized coronagraphic mask.

Fig. 5. Cross section of the disk model suggested by our observations. The location and the height of the depicted rings is to scale, while the width
of individual features is not. We use Ring 3 as an example to show the geometrical relation between the height and centre o↵set of individual rings
assuming an axisymmetric disk. We note that the gaps in the disk are shown empty in this schematic view for simplicity, while in reality the gaps
are likely not devoid of material. This figure was adapted from de Boer et al. (2016).

(e.g. Mishchenko et al. 2000). Therefore, a measurement of the
(polarization) phase function of the scattered light image will
allow us to put constraints on the grain properties in the disk
surface of HD 97048. We follow the method from Stolker et al.
(2016), which maps the scattered light image onto a power law
shaped disk surface. In this way, we can calculate the disk radius

and scattering angle in each pixel which is required to determine
the scattering phase function and to construct r

2-scaled images
that correct both for the inclination and thickness of the disk.

In Sect. 3.2 we used ellipse fitting to determine at several disk
radii the height of the disk surface where in radial direction the
optical depth is unity. The power law that was fitted to those data
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Fig. 2. SPHERE/IRDIS DPI (left) and ADI (right) images of HD 97048. The recovered disk structure is indicated. In the r
2-scaled DPI image we

see signal at the (forward scattering) positions of the two outermost rings recovered in the ADI image. In addition, we see some signal on the far
side of the disk that likely originates from the backscattering side of these outermost rings.

To better compare the NACO data to our new SPHERE observa-
tions, we re-reduced the archival data as described in Sect. 2.3.
While we clearly recover the same cross-shaped inner region of
the disk that was also found by Quanz et al. (2012), we now also
marginally detect Ring 2 in H band (especially the northern ansa,
see Fig. 1). Furthermore we unmistakably detect Ring 2 in the
Ks-band image. It is still unclear what produced the strong hor-
izontal signal in the inner part of the disk in the NACO data.
However, it is not seen in the much higher quality SPHERE data,
so it is presumably a PSF or instrumental polarization artefact.

We used the NACO data to compare the recovered surface
brightness in H band with our measurement in J band to de-
termine if there are any apparent colour e↵ects present in the
disk. We used H band alone since in Ks band most frames are
outside of the linear response regime of the detector close to
the stellar position and can thus not be calibrated photometri-
cally. Figure 3 shows the surface brightness profile along the
major axis of the disk in the northern (PA = 3�, see Sect. 3.2)
and southern (PA = 183�) directions obtained from the unscaled
Q� J-band image. The profile is obtained by selecting all pix-
els that are azimuthally less than 10� away from the major axis.
These pixels are binned radially in 40 mas and 60 mas wide bins
for SPHERE and NACO, respectively, between 0.05 arcsec and
2 arcsec. The error bars show 1� uncertainties of the surface
brightness in the unscaled U� image. More specifically, we de-
fined annuli at the same radial distance and with the same radial
width as the Q� surface brightness bins and determined the stan-
dard deviation of the U� pixels within each annulus. The profiles
in Fig. 3 show the surface brightness contrast of the polarized
scattered light from the disk with the stellar magnitude (assum-
ing 6.67 ± 0.05 mag in H band and 7.27 ± 0.02 mag in J band,
Cutri et al. 2003), which allows us to compare our photometri-
cally calibrated disk brightness in J and H bands.

We find that the surface brightness in H band corresponds
well with our own J-band measurement, i.e. we do not find a
strong colour dependency of the scattered light surface bright-
ness. This could be an indication that the scattered light signal is

Fig. 3. Calibrated surface brightness profile along the major axis of
the disk for our polarimetric SPHERE J-band data, as well as archival
NACO H-band data. No significant colour e↵ects are visible between
the two bands outside of Gap 1. The dotted horizontal lines give the sky
background limit of our SPHERE data as measured in the Q� image.

dominated by particles larger than the wavelength, and for which
thus no colour dependency would be expected. However, the
disk structures are only detected at very low signal-to-noise in
the NACO image, thus further SPHERE observations in the visi-
ble and near-infrared wavelength range will be needed to confirm
this finding.

3.2. Fitting of disk features and scattering height

determination

To quantify the geometry of the disk we fitted ellipses to the rings
and gaps detected with high signal-to-noise in our SPHERE DPI
and ADI data. Ellipses o↵set from the stellar position should
describe the features su�ciently, assuming that we are looking
at an axisymmetric, inclined, flared disk.
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Fig. 4. SPHERE/IRDIS DPI (left) and ADI (right) images with our best fitting ellipses superimposed. Fitted rings are shown as blue dashed lines,
while fitted gaps are shown as white solid lines. The green disk in the centre of the system indicates the size of the utilized coronagraphic mask.

Fig. 5. Cross section of the disk model suggested by our observations. The location and the height of the depicted rings is to scale, while the width
of individual features is not. We use Ring 3 as an example to show the geometrical relation between the height and centre o↵set of individual rings
assuming an axisymmetric disk. We note that the gaps in the disk are shown empty in this schematic view for simplicity, while in reality the gaps
are likely not devoid of material. This figure was adapted from de Boer et al. (2016).

(e.g. Mishchenko et al. 2000). Therefore, a measurement of the
(polarization) phase function of the scattered light image will
allow us to put constraints on the grain properties in the disk
surface of HD 97048. We follow the method from Stolker et al.
(2016), which maps the scattered light image onto a power law
shaped disk surface. In this way, we can calculate the disk radius

and scattering angle in each pixel which is required to determine
the scattering phase function and to construct r

2-scaled images
that correct both for the inclination and thickness of the disk.

In Sect. 3.2 we used ellipse fitting to determine at several disk
radii the height of the disk surface where in radial direction the
optical depth is unity. The power law that was fitted to those data
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Fig. 2. SPHERE/IRDIS DPI (left) and ADI (right) images of HD 97048. The recovered disk structure is indicated. In the r
2-scaled DPI image we

see signal at the (forward scattering) positions of the two outermost rings recovered in the ADI image. In addition, we see some signal on the far
side of the disk that likely originates from the backscattering side of these outermost rings.

To better compare the NACO data to our new SPHERE observa-
tions, we re-reduced the archival data as described in Sect. 2.3.
While we clearly recover the same cross-shaped inner region of
the disk that was also found by Quanz et al. (2012), we now also
marginally detect Ring 2 in H band (especially the northern ansa,
see Fig. 1). Furthermore we unmistakably detect Ring 2 in the
Ks-band image. It is still unclear what produced the strong hor-
izontal signal in the inner part of the disk in the NACO data.
However, it is not seen in the much higher quality SPHERE data,
so it is presumably a PSF or instrumental polarization artefact.

We used the NACO data to compare the recovered surface
brightness in H band with our measurement in J band to de-
termine if there are any apparent colour e↵ects present in the
disk. We used H band alone since in Ks band most frames are
outside of the linear response regime of the detector close to
the stellar position and can thus not be calibrated photometri-
cally. Figure 3 shows the surface brightness profile along the
major axis of the disk in the northern (PA = 3�, see Sect. 3.2)
and southern (PA = 183�) directions obtained from the unscaled
Q� J-band image. The profile is obtained by selecting all pix-
els that are azimuthally less than 10� away from the major axis.
These pixels are binned radially in 40 mas and 60 mas wide bins
for SPHERE and NACO, respectively, between 0.05 arcsec and
2 arcsec. The error bars show 1� uncertainties of the surface
brightness in the unscaled U� image. More specifically, we de-
fined annuli at the same radial distance and with the same radial
width as the Q� surface brightness bins and determined the stan-
dard deviation of the U� pixels within each annulus. The profiles
in Fig. 3 show the surface brightness contrast of the polarized
scattered light from the disk with the stellar magnitude (assum-
ing 6.67 ± 0.05 mag in H band and 7.27 ± 0.02 mag in J band,
Cutri et al. 2003), which allows us to compare our photometri-
cally calibrated disk brightness in J and H bands.

We find that the surface brightness in H band corresponds
well with our own J-band measurement, i.e. we do not find a
strong colour dependency of the scattered light surface bright-
ness. This could be an indication that the scattered light signal is

Fig. 3. Calibrated surface brightness profile along the major axis of
the disk for our polarimetric SPHERE J-band data, as well as archival
NACO H-band data. No significant colour e↵ects are visible between
the two bands outside of Gap 1. The dotted horizontal lines give the sky
background limit of our SPHERE data as measured in the Q� image.

dominated by particles larger than the wavelength, and for which
thus no colour dependency would be expected. However, the
disk structures are only detected at very low signal-to-noise in
the NACO image, thus further SPHERE observations in the visi-
ble and near-infrared wavelength range will be needed to confirm
this finding.

3.2. Fitting of disk features and scattering height

determination

To quantify the geometry of the disk we fitted ellipses to the rings
and gaps detected with high signal-to-noise in our SPHERE DPI
and ADI data. Ellipses o↵set from the stellar position should
describe the features su�ciently, assuming that we are looking
at an axisymmetric, inclined, flared disk.
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Fig. 4. SPHERE/IRDIS DPI (left) and ADI (right) images with our best fitting ellipses superimposed. Fitted rings are shown as blue dashed lines,
while fitted gaps are shown as white solid lines. The green disk in the centre of the system indicates the size of the utilized coronagraphic mask.

Fig. 5. Cross section of the disk model suggested by our observations. The location and the height of the depicted rings is to scale, while the width
of individual features is not. We use Ring 3 as an example to show the geometrical relation between the height and centre o↵set of individual rings
assuming an axisymmetric disk. We note that the gaps in the disk are shown empty in this schematic view for simplicity, while in reality the gaps
are likely not devoid of material. This figure was adapted from de Boer et al. (2016).

(e.g. Mishchenko et al. 2000). Therefore, a measurement of the
(polarization) phase function of the scattered light image will
allow us to put constraints on the grain properties in the disk
surface of HD 97048. We follow the method from Stolker et al.
(2016), which maps the scattered light image onto a power law
shaped disk surface. In this way, we can calculate the disk radius

and scattering angle in each pixel which is required to determine
the scattering phase function and to construct r

2-scaled images
that correct both for the inclination and thickness of the disk.

In Sect. 3.2 we used ellipse fitting to determine at several disk
radii the height of the disk surface where in radial direction the
optical depth is unity. The power law that was fitted to those data
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Fig. 6. Height of the scattering surface above the disk midplane as cal-
culated from the centre o↵set of the visible rings and gaps of the disk
(red data points). We added the height of the PAH emission surface cal-
culated by Lagage et al. (2006) as a dashed green line and our own best
fit to the scattering surface height as solid red line. The best fit to the
scattered light data ignores the last two (with the largest separation) data
points, which deviate from a power law profile presumably owing to a
changing optical thickness of the disk.

Table 2. Scattering surface height as a function of stellar separation as
calculated from the fitted ellipse o↵sets and inclination given in Table 1.

Separation [au] Height [au]
Gap 1 39.2 ± 4.1 0.3 ± 0.7
Ring 1 46.4 ± 4.7 1.6 ± 1.6
Gap 2 109.3 ± 11.2 22.2 ± 3.5
Ring 2 160.8 ± 16.9 49.3 ± 6.4
Gap 3 224 ± 25 72.6 ± 12.4
Ring 3 274.1 ± 28.0 97.3 ± 12.1
Gap 4 316 ± 32 102.7 ± 13.8
Ring 4 340.6 ± 34.8 108.6 ± 13.7

points (see Fig. 6) is used as input for the scattered light map-
ping from which we calculated r

2-scaled Q� images3 (see Figs. 1
and 2) and determined the phase function of the SPHERE image
along Ring 2 (130�160 au). The phase function calculation was
not possible for Ring 1 because it shows strong artefacts from
the telescope spider, or for Ring 3 because the detection is of
low signal-to-noise ratio.

Dual polarization imaging observations measure polarized
intensity so we have to correct the polarized intensity phase func-
tion for the degree of polarization in order to obtain a total inten-
sity phase function. Scattering of light by protoplanetary dust
grains gives rise to a scattering angle dependent degree of polar-
ization, which can often be approximated by a bell-shaped curve
(e.g. Mishchenko et al. 2002; Min et al. 2005; Murakawa 2010).
Therefore, we use a Rayleigh polarization curve to reconstruct
the total intensity phase function. We note that the peak value
of the bell-shaped polarization curve does not a↵ect the result
because we work in normalized surface brightness units.

Figure 7 shows the polarized intensity phase function mea-
sured from the SPHERE Q� image, as well as the reconstructed
total intensity phase function obtained from the ratio of the po-
larized intensity phase function and the degree of polarization.
The polarized intensity phase function is close to isotropic for
most of the scattering angles that are probed with the SPHERE
DPI observations. The degree of polarization decreases towards

3 Our scattered light surface height profile is likely too steep beyond
⇠270 au, thus the brightness increase in that region of the image might
be somewhat overestimated.

Fig. 7. Polarized intensity phase function (green data points) and recon-
structed total intensity phase function (red data points) obtained from
the SPHERE Q� image. The phase functions have been normalized to
their peak value and the error bars show 1� uncertainties determined
from the U� image. A bell-shaped degree of polarization (purple dashed
line) was used to reconstruct the total intensity phase function. The dot-
ted lines show numerically calculated phase functions in J band for
DIANA standard dust opacities (Woitke et al. 2016) and a compact dust
aggregate (Min et al. 2016).

forward and backward scattering angles which gives rise to the
forward scattering peak in the reconstructed total intensity phase
function since we probe scattering angles as small as 35�. This
result is supported by the ADI observation which shows that the
near side of the disk is brighter than the far side in total intensity
(see Fig. 1).

Grains that are much smaller than the observed wavelength
scatter light close to isotropic (Rayleigh regime), whereas grains
that are comparable to or larger than the wavelength show a for-
ward scattering peak and possibly a shallow backward scattering
peak (e.g. Bohren & Hu↵man 1983; Min et al. 2005, 2016). For
comparison, we show in Fig. 7 two numerical phase functions
that were calculated at 1.25 µm according to the DIANA stan-
dard dust opacities (Woitke et al. 2016) for a mixture of sili-
cates and amorphous carbon grains that are porous (25%) and
irregularly shaped ( fmax = 0.8, Min et al. 2005). We chose
two di↵erent grain size distributions, 0.1 < a < 1.0 µm and
1.0 < a < 5.0 µm, both with a power law exponent of �3.5. As
expected, the forward scattering peak is stronger for the size dis-
tribution of larger grains. Although the phase functions seem to
match the SPHERE data quite well at smaller scattering angles,
at intermediate scattering angles the phase functions deviate.

Additionally, Fig. 7 shows the phase function of a 1.2 µm
compact dust aggregate, calculated by Min et al. (2016) at
1.2 µm with the discrete dipole approximation (DDA). We note
that this is a single grain size calculation so there are strong re-
fraction features present in the phase curve. This phase function
provides a better fit with the data because the turnover point
(around 70�) towards the isotropic part is present both in the
SPHERE data and the aggregate calculation. Beyond 100�, the
reconstructed phase function starts to rise again and deviates
from the aggregate phase function, but this could be an arte-
fact of the horizontal brightness enhancement that is visible in
the IRDIS DPI data. The aggregate structure of large dust grains
(2⇡a & � with a the grains radius and � the photon wavelength)
will provide the grains with aerodynamic support against settling
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G. A. Muro-Arena et al.: Dust modeling of the combined ALMA and SPHERE datasets of HD 163296

Fig. 4. Left panel: radial profiles of the ALMA image (black), ray-traced model image (blue), and ray-traced model image after convolution with
a 2-dimensional Gaussian kernel with dimensions of 0.22 arcsec by 0.15 arcsec and a PA of –88� (green). Each point was obtained by integrating
the flux density in elliptical annuli of varying radii and normalizing first by the aperture area, and then by the maximum of the ALMA image
profile. The error bars for the ALMA profile were obtained as the rms of the image divided by the number of synthesized beams contained
in each annuli. Right panel: side-by-side comparison of the ALMA image (left) and the ray-traced image of one of our models (right) after
Gaussian blurring.

synthesized beam of the ALMA observations: beam dimen-
sions are 0.22 ⇥ 0.15 arcsec with a PA of �88� measured
north to east.

– The radial profile of the ALMA image is obtained by inte-
grating the disk flux in elliptical annuli of increasing size
centered on the center of the image, and normalized by the
annulus area. The elliptical annuli have a PA of 132�, eccen-
tricity of 0.719 (corresponding to an inclination of 46�) and
a width of 5 pixels.

– The radial profile of the convolved model image is obtained
in the same manner.

– The radial surface density profile used as input for the model
is then scaled by the point-by-point ratio between the ALMA
brightness profile and the model brightness profile. In this
way mass is added to the disk at radii at which the model is
too faint, and mass is substracted at radii at which the model
is too bright (i.e., gaps).

– This scaled surface density is then used as the starting point
for the next iteration of the model.

By iterating the steps above to model the surface density of
zone 2, a radial intensity profile can be obtained that converges
to that of the ALMA image profile, as seen in the left panel
of Fig. 4. This plot shows an excellent agreement between the
radial intensity profile of the ALMA observation and our model
(using the parameters in Table 1) after the iteration of the surface
density. We have called this model M0. A side-by-side compar-
ison of the ALMA observations and the convolved image of the
model can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 4, which shows
excellent overall agreement between the ALMA data and model
M0. Both the data and model appear to show an RID with a
slightly lower PA than the rest of the disk, but this is an effect
of the orientation of the synthesized beam and Gaussian ker-
nel that was used to convolve the ray-traced model image. This
method is only applicable to azimuthally symmetric sources,
and the results are also of course model dependent. A differ-
ent grain size distribution, turbulence, chemical composition, or
scale height of one of the disk components, for example, pro-
duces a different resulting surface density profile. In addition, it
can only be used as far as the larger grains extend out in the disk.
The ALMA observations provide us with the ability of measur-
ing the surface density out to radii of ⇠240 AU, as no thermal

emission is detected in the continuum image above the noise
level beyond that point. The model we present here is thus trun-
cated at 240 AU, despite the observational evidence of both gas
and small dust grains on the disk surface extending out to over
500 AU.

The width and depth of the gaps observed in the disk struc-
ture cannot be uniquely determined from the observations, as
these are limited by resolution. Isella et al. (2016) have studied
the gap width-depth degeneracy in detail and offer a more com-
prehensive view on the extent of this degeneracy based on the
assumption that the surface density of the disk can be approx-
imated as a power law with square gaps in it. The method
described here offers more degrees of freedom in that the over-
all dust surface density of the disk is not constrained to a radial
power law, and in that it allows for a smooth and continuous
radial surface density profile, which is probably a more natural
approximation to the real surface density of the disk than that of
sharp gap edges. This is supported by the radial profile observed
in the J- and H-band images in Fig. 2, which have an angular
resolution ⇠4 times higher than that of the ALMA image and in
which no sharp edges are detected for the ring at 77 AU.

While this model is successful at reproducing the data at
milimeter wavelengths, it fails in the NIR. This is seen clearly
in Fig. 5, which shows a comparison in both H and J bands
between the SPHERE data (top row), and the ray-traced images
of M0 (second row). The figure also shows the ray-traced images
of models M1 and M2, to be discussed below in Sects. 3.3–3.5
(third and bottom rows, respectively). Reproducing the struc-
ture seen in the SPHERE/IRDIS images requires the localized
modification of some parameters to account for three major dif-
ferences between these images and the ray-traced images of
model M0 at NIR wavelengths. In first place, the H- and J-band
images of M0 show clearly the presence of the second ALMA
ring, which is not visible in our NIR data. Secondly, the pro-
duced images of model M0 show a more extended RID than
observed in the data. And lastly, since model M0 is azimuthally
symmetric, it fails to reproduce the observed asymmetry along
the major axis of the first ring, described in Sect. 2.2. The modi-
fication of parameters required to reproduce the SPHERE/IRDIS
images, and the two models resulting from these modifications,
are discussed in Sect. 3.3 through 3.5.
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Fig. 4. Left panel: radial profiles of the ALMA image (black), ray-traced model image (blue), and ray-traced model image after convolution with
a 2-dimensional Gaussian kernel with dimensions of 0.22 arcsec by 0.15 arcsec and a PA of –88� (green). Each point was obtained by integrating
the flux density in elliptical annuli of varying radii and normalizing first by the aperture area, and then by the maximum of the ALMA image
profile. The error bars for the ALMA profile were obtained as the rms of the image divided by the number of synthesized beams contained
in each annuli. Right panel: side-by-side comparison of the ALMA image (left) and the ray-traced image of one of our models (right) after
Gaussian blurring.

synthesized beam of the ALMA observations: beam dimen-
sions are 0.22 ⇥ 0.15 arcsec with a PA of �88� measured
north to east.

– The radial profile of the ALMA image is obtained by inte-
grating the disk flux in elliptical annuli of increasing size
centered on the center of the image, and normalized by the
annulus area. The elliptical annuli have a PA of 132�, eccen-
tricity of 0.719 (corresponding to an inclination of 46�) and
a width of 5 pixels.

– The radial profile of the convolved model image is obtained
in the same manner.

– The radial surface density profile used as input for the model
is then scaled by the point-by-point ratio between the ALMA
brightness profile and the model brightness profile. In this
way mass is added to the disk at radii at which the model is
too faint, and mass is substracted at radii at which the model
is too bright (i.e., gaps).

– This scaled surface density is then used as the starting point
for the next iteration of the model.

By iterating the steps above to model the surface density of
zone 2, a radial intensity profile can be obtained that converges
to that of the ALMA image profile, as seen in the left panel
of Fig. 4. This plot shows an excellent agreement between the
radial intensity profile of the ALMA observation and our model
(using the parameters in Table 1) after the iteration of the surface
density. We have called this model M0. A side-by-side compar-
ison of the ALMA observations and the convolved image of the
model can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 4, which shows
excellent overall agreement between the ALMA data and model
M0. Both the data and model appear to show an RID with a
slightly lower PA than the rest of the disk, but this is an effect
of the orientation of the synthesized beam and Gaussian ker-
nel that was used to convolve the ray-traced model image. This
method is only applicable to azimuthally symmetric sources,
and the results are also of course model dependent. A differ-
ent grain size distribution, turbulence, chemical composition, or
scale height of one of the disk components, for example, pro-
duces a different resulting surface density profile. In addition, it
can only be used as far as the larger grains extend out in the disk.
The ALMA observations provide us with the ability of measur-
ing the surface density out to radii of ⇠240 AU, as no thermal

emission is detected in the continuum image above the noise
level beyond that point. The model we present here is thus trun-
cated at 240 AU, despite the observational evidence of both gas
and small dust grains on the disk surface extending out to over
500 AU.

The width and depth of the gaps observed in the disk struc-
ture cannot be uniquely determined from the observations, as
these are limited by resolution. Isella et al. (2016) have studied
the gap width-depth degeneracy in detail and offer a more com-
prehensive view on the extent of this degeneracy based on the
assumption that the surface density of the disk can be approx-
imated as a power law with square gaps in it. The method
described here offers more degrees of freedom in that the over-
all dust surface density of the disk is not constrained to a radial
power law, and in that it allows for a smooth and continuous
radial surface density profile, which is probably a more natural
approximation to the real surface density of the disk than that of
sharp gap edges. This is supported by the radial profile observed
in the J- and H-band images in Fig. 2, which have an angular
resolution ⇠4 times higher than that of the ALMA image and in
which no sharp edges are detected for the ring at 77 AU.

While this model is successful at reproducing the data at
milimeter wavelengths, it fails in the NIR. This is seen clearly
in Fig. 5, which shows a comparison in both H and J bands
between the SPHERE data (top row), and the ray-traced images
of M0 (second row). The figure also shows the ray-traced images
of models M1 and M2, to be discussed below in Sects. 3.3–3.5
(third and bottom rows, respectively). Reproducing the struc-
ture seen in the SPHERE/IRDIS images requires the localized
modification of some parameters to account for three major dif-
ferences between these images and the ray-traced images of
model M0 at NIR wavelengths. In first place, the H- and J-band
images of M0 show clearly the presence of the second ALMA
ring, which is not visible in our NIR data. Secondly, the pro-
duced images of model M0 show a more extended RID than
observed in the data. And lastly, since model M0 is azimuthally
symmetric, it fails to reproduce the observed asymmetry along
the major axis of the first ring, described in Sect. 2.2. The modi-
fication of parameters required to reproduce the SPHERE/IRDIS
images, and the two models resulting from these modifications,
are discussed in Sect. 3.3 through 3.5.
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Making the outer 
ring disappear
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Fig. 5. Side-by-side comparison of the Q�

scattered light images for both H band (left)
and J band (right) for our observations (top),
model M0 (second row), model M1 (third
row), and model M2 (bottom). Model M0
consists of the model characterized by the
parameters in Table 1. Model M1 consists of
a UID inclined by 3� with respect to the outer
disk, characterized by an inclination i = 45�
and position angle PA = 136�, along with a
small grain depletion characterized by a mini-
mum grain size amin = 3 µm in zone 2c. Model
M2 consists of inclined UID and RID compo-
nents inclined by 1.3� with respect to the rest
of the disk. This inclination is characterized
by i = 45� and PA = 133.2�. Increased settling
in the outer disk of this model is characterized
by ↵ = 1 ⇥ 10�5 in zone 2c.

3.3. Absence of outer rings in polarized scattered light:

Increased settling or grain growth in the outer disk?

Compared to the ALMA image, the polarized scattered light
images in both the H and J band show a curious absence of
emission beyond the ring at ⇠0.63 arcsec. While the rings seen
in the ALMA image are bright and emission is measured out to
almost three times the radial extent of the scattered light disk,
no structure is seen in polarized scattered light in the outer disk

with a S/N above ⇠2.5. Considering scattered light has also
been detected out to 500 AU with roll subtraction (Schneider
& Silverstone 2003; Fraquelli et al. 2004) by Grady et al. (2000)
using HST STIS and by Wisniewski et al. (2008) with HST ACS,
we are left to wonder the reason for the absence of polarized
intensity observed in our SPHERE images beyond the first ring.
While the sensitivity of our ground-based observations is lower
than that of HST, model M0 shows that after modeling the sur-
face density of the outer disk the second ring should still be
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Depletion of outer disk by drift

A&A 614, A24 (2018)

Fig. 10. Spectral energy distribution of HD 163296. The points and their
corresponding error bars correspond to the photometry of the source.
The total SED of model M2 is shown as a thick solid red line. The solid,
dashed, dot-dashed, and dotted black lines show the SEDs obtained by
depleting zones 1 and 2a of the model by a factor 102, 103, 104, and
complete depletion, respectively.

Fig. 11. Reconstructed grain size distribution for a 2.5 Myr disk with
an initial mass of 0.2 M�, initial dust-to-gas ratio of 0.02, turbulence
↵ = 2.4 ⇥ 10�3, and fragmentation velocity vfrag = 3 m s�1.

components, effectively creating a large cavity in the disk inside
the first ring. Not only does the NIR component of the total disk
SEDs decrease as dust is removed from both the inner disks, but
the thermal emission of the outer disk increases as the tempera-
ture in this zone rises, which is a consequence of progressively
increasing the amount of stellar radiation received by this zone.
Lost NIR excess notwithstanding, our models show that artifi-
cially creating a dust cavity in the disk, even a partially depleted
cavity, can produce a larger FIR excess reminiscent of typical
group I sources. This leads us to believe that the lack of such
a cavity might be the largest discriminator between HD 163296
and other group I sources.

4.2. Absence of multiple rings in scattered light

Three bright rings at ⇠75, 125, and 200 AU from the center
of the disk can be seen in the thermal emission from the mid-
plane, while our polarized scattered light images with IRDIS
in the J and H bands show a clear lack of the two outermost

of these rings. Two models were presented in Sect. 3.3 capa-
ble of reproducing the observations, explaining the lack of small
dust grains on the disk surface beyond ⇠100 AU by either an
increased settling (model M2) or a depletion of small grains
(model M1) in the outer disk (zone 2c). While we modeled this
depletion by completely removing all dust grains smaller than
3 µm in zone 2c, we aim to show that a strong but partial deple-
tion of the smallest dust grains in the outer disk is not only
capable of reproducing the absence of the outer rings in scattered
light, but is also consistent with dust evolution models.

As a proof of concept we present the results from a dust
evolution simulation obtained using the dust evolution code
twopoppy (Birnstiel et al. 2012). Our goal was not to produce
an accurate model of the surface density of the disk, but rather
to show there may be regions in a disk where a depletion of
small grains can be achieved naturally as a product of dust evo-
lution. The code was used to evolve a disk with an initial mass
of 0.2 M�. A turbulence parameter of 2.4 ⇥ 10�3 was used for
consistency with our MCMax3D model, along with a low frag-
mentation velocity of 3 m/s and an initial dust to gas ratio of
0.02. An initial gas surface density characterized by the param-
eter � = 0.8 and a characteristic radius rc = 165 AU was used,
that is,

⌃(r) / r
�� exp

0
BBBBB@�

 
r

rc

!2��1CCCCCA . (8)

A high initial disk mass and dust-to-gas ratio are required to
obtain a total dust mass of 5 ⇥ 10�4

M�, in the lower end of the
5�17 ⇥ 10�4

M� dust mass range found in the literature (Natta
et al. 2004; Tannirkulam et al. 2008; Mannings & Sargent 1997;
Isella et al. 2007), and a total disk mass of ⇠7⇥10�2

M� after
2.5 Myr of evolution. Owing to the rate at which the disk loses
dust mass it is not possible to achieve a dust mass of 5⇥ 10�4

M�
after 5 Myr of evolution without a much higher initial disk mass
or, alternatively, a much higher initial dust-to-gas ratio. A way
of achieving the larger dust mass observed in the disk around
HD 163296 without requiring a very high initial dust-to-gas ratio
or initial mass is with a disk that has continued accreting gas
and dust from the circumstellar environment for a couple million
years after its formation, replenishing the dust content of the disk
and allowing this way for the large dust mass we observe today.
If this were the case for HD 163296, this would mean the disk we
are observing is effectively younger than the 5 Myr estimated for
the system. Evolving such a disk for 2.5 Myr produces the grain
size distribution seen in Fig. 11, obtained using the grain size
distribution reconstruction module of twopoppy (Birnstiel et al.
2015).

The figure shows a grain size distribution that is limited by
fragmentation in the inner ⇠100 AU of the disk, and mostly by
grain growth in the outer disk, except for a small transition zone
in between that is radial drift-limited. The small grains in the
inner region grow quickly to the fragmentation limit and are
then replenished by the collision and fragmentation of the larger
grains. In the outer disk dust grains have grown quickly to the
drift limit and drifted inward, leaving behind a population of
small grains with a density that is too low to grow efficiently
to larger sizes. This means the smaller grains in this region can
still grow slowly, but are not efficiently replenished as they do
not reach the fragmentation limit. In the intermediate transi-
tion region, dust is still able to grow to millimeter sizes, but
the drift limit is reached before they can fragment, making the
replenishing of small grains very inefficient.
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T. Stolker et al.: Shadows cast on the transition disk of HD 135344B

Table 3. MCMax3D model parameters

Parameter Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
Rin [au] 0.2 1 25
Rout [au] 1 25 200
Rtap

a [au] 70 70 70
Rround [au] 0.05 - 20
wb 0.3 - 0.3
Mdust [M�] 2 ⇥ 10�9 2 ⇥ 10�11 4 ⇥ 10�4

✏c 1 3 1
�d 1 1 1
H0/r0

e 0.007 0.07 0.07
r0

f [au] 1 1 30
 g 0 0 0.25
↵h 10�3 10�1 10�3

amin [µm] 0.01 0.01 0.01
amax [µm] 1 1 1000
apow [µm] -3.5 -3.5 -3.5
i [deg] -11.5 -11.5 : 11 11
PA [deg] 75 75 : 62 62

Notes.
(a) Tapering-o↵ radius (see equation 3). Note that the value specified
for zone 1 and 2 has no e↵ect on the surface density profile.
(b) Roundness of the disk rim (see equation 3).
(c) Surface density power law index (see equation 3).
(d) Tapering-o↵ exponent (see equation 3). Note that the value specified
for zone 1 and 2 has no e↵ect on the surface density profile.
(e) Reference aspect ratio.
(f) Reference radius.
(g) Flaring index (see equation 4).
(h) Dimensionless turbulence parameter which is used to calculate dust
settling (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973).

4. Analysis

4.1. Radiative transfer: shadows from a warped disk

A striking discovery of the SPHERE PDI observations is the
presence of multiple shadows that are cast on the outer disk
of HD 135344B. In Sect. 3.5, we identified 4 shadow features
(A, B, C and D) in the J-band Q� image (see Fig. 7) and we
showed that shadow feature C was only present in the second
observation epoch. To explain shadow features A, B and D,
we propose a scenario in which the unresolved inner disk of
HD 135344B is misaligned with respect to the outer disk and
both are connected through a warped disk region.

To test the warped disk hypothesis, we use the 3D ra-
diative transfer code MCMax3D, which fully includes mul-
tiple scattering and polarization, to qualitatively reproduce
shadow features A, B and D. Shadow feature C is not in-
cluded in the model because it appears to be variable and
its origin is shadowy (see the discussion in Sect. 5.1). Also the
spiral arms are not included since the shadow features are
not a↵ected by the presence of the spiral arms and including
them would add unnecessary complexity.

MCMax3D is an extension of the 2D radiative transfer code
MCMax (Min et al. 2009) which self-consistently calculates the
thermal structure of the disk for a parametric surface density pro-

zone 3: outer disk

zone 1: inner disk

zone 2: disk warp

25 au

Fig. 8. The architecture of the MCMax3D radiative transfer model
for the HD 135344B disk (exaggerated for clarification of the disk
warp). The misaligned inner disk (zone 1) and outer disk (zone 3)
are shown in yellow. The warped disk region (zone 2), which tran-
sitions the orientation of the inner disk towards the outer disk, is
shown in red.

file of the gas with an exponential tapering o↵ and a rounded disk
rim (Mulders et al. 2013b):

⌃(r) / r
�✏ exp

2
666664�

 
r

Rtap

!2��3777775 exp
2
666664�

 
1 � r/Rround

w

!33777775, (3)

where r is the disk radius, Rtap is the tapering-o↵ radius, Rround is
the radius were the rounding of the surface density starts, ✏ is the
surface density power law index, � is the tapering-o↵ exponent
and w is a measure for how round the disk rim is. The surface
density profile is scaled to the total dust mass, Mdust, within each
zone. The vertical gas distribution is assumed to be Gaussian and
is in cylindrical coordinates given by

⇢(r, z) / exp
"
� z

2

2H(r)2

#
, (4)

where H(r)/r = (H0/r0)(r/r0) is the parametric prescription of
the aspect ratio, H(r) is the pressure scale height, H0/r0 is the
aspect ratio at reference radius r0 and  the flaring index. We
use a power law dust size distribution with index apow and a
minimum and maximum grain size of amin and amax, respec-
tively. The dust composition is 80% silicates and 20% carbon
and the porosity of the grains is approximated with e↵ective
medium theory and set to 25%. The irregularity of the dust
grains is set to 0.8 which corresponds to the maximum void
volume fraction within the dust grains used for the distribu-
tion of hollow spheres (DHS) calculation (Min et al. 2005).
Grain size dependent dust settling is calculated with a modified
version of the method by Dubrulle et al. (1995) which assumes
an equilibrium between gravitational settling and turbulent mix-
ing (Woitke et al. 2016). The main parameters for the disk setup
are specified in Table 1 and we adopt the stellar temperature,
luminosity, mass and distance from Table 3.

The radiative transfer model for HD 135344B consists of
three di↵erent zones which are independent in their disk struc-
ture and dust properties. We refer to those as zone 1, 2 and 3
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the system is not seen face-on. Deriving the geometric parame-
ters of the inner disk, needs to properly take these aspect into
account.

In section 2 of this letter, we derive analytical formulas for
the location of the shadow lanes cast by a highly misaligned in-
ner disk onto the surface of a geometrically thick outer disk. In
section 3 we demonstrate how the equations can be applied to the
shadows seen in HD 100453 and compare the derived geometry
with values obtained for the innermost hot disk regions through
near-IR interferometry. In particular we show that, in contrast to
claims by Long et al. (2017), the geometric parameters derived
for HD 100453 in Benisty et al. (2017), are correct.

2. Analytic equations for shadow locations

We define the coordinate system where we put the positive
x�axis towards the North, the positive y�axis towards the East,
and the positive z�axis towards the observer. The normal vector
of the inner disk, n̂1, and outer disk, n̂2 have to be rotated ac-
cording to their respective inclination and position angles, ✓1,2
and �1,2. We rotate the vectors along the x-axis for inclination
with the rotation matrix

R✓ =

2
6666666664

1 0 0
0 cos(✓) sin(✓)
0 � sin(✓) cos(✓)

3
7777777775
, (1)

and after that for the position angle along the z-axis with the
matrix

R� =

2
6666666664

cos(�) � sin(�) 0
sin(�) cos(�) 0

0 0 1

3
7777777775
. (2)

This gives for the normal vectors of the rotated disks:

n̂ =

2
6666666664

� sin(✓) sin(�)
sin(✓) cos(�)

cos(✓)

3
7777777775
. (3)

These two normal vectors define the planes of the two disks. We
assume for the remainder that the inner disk is very thin, and
the shadows are cast on the scattering surface of the outer disk
which is lifted a distance h above the midplane. Note that the
scattering surface is the height in the disk where the radiation
hits an optical depth ⌧ = 1. This is not to be confused with the
scaleheight of the disk, H, which is usually significantly lower.

The misalignment of the disks, �✓, is simply given by the
angle between the normal vectors

�✓ = cos�1 [n̂1 · n̂2] (4)
= cos�1 ⇥

sin(✓1) sin(✓2) cos(�1 � �2) + cos(✓1) cos(✓2)
⇤
.

The angle between the shadows as measured in the plane of the
outer disk is

! = 2 tan�1

s
tan2(�✓)
(h/R)2 � 1. (5)

For a cartoon raytracing of the geometry see Fig. 1. This im-
age was generated with the 3D version of the radiative trans-
fer code MCMax (Min et al. 2009) using the special ’cartoon-
mode’. In this mode the density distribution of the disk has a
hard-edge surface instead of an exponential vertical density pro-
file. This makes it much easier to visualise the geometry of the

Fig. 1. Cartoon representation of the shadows cast on the outer disk of
a transitional disk by a misaligned inner disk. For the purpose of clarity
the inner disk is blown up significantly to be able to better visualise the
geometry. Indicated are the ellipses of the inner and outer disks showing
their position angles. Also indicated by the blue line is the connecting
line between the shadows.

disks. As a basis we use the model created for the Herbig star
HD 100453 presented in Benisty et al. (2017). We removed the
spiral arms from this model and increased the size of the inner
disk to make it clearly visible in the cartoon image. Note that
the shadow in this cartoon representation shows the shadow on
the East side as a hook due to the fact that we can see the spa-
tially resolved shadow directly on the vertical wall. On the West
side we see the shadow only on the surface of the disk due to
the geometry of the system. In an observation with finite spatial
resolution we expect the shadow on the surface to dominate on
both sides.

2.1. Position angle of the line connecting the shadows

The intersection line of the two planes of the two disks defines
the position angle of the line connecting the two shadows. Note
that the position angle of the line connecting the shadows is in-
dependent of the height of the outer disk. The intersecting line
of two planes need to be parallel to both normal vectors and thus
is defined by a = n̂1 ⇥ n̂2.

a =

2
6666666664

sin(✓1) cos(✓2) cos(�1) � cos(✓1) sin(✓2) cos(�2)
sin(✓1) cos(✓2) sin(�1) � cos(✓1) sin(✓2) sin(�2)

sin(✓1) sin(✓2) sin(�2 � �1)

3
7777777775
. (6)

The position angle of the shadows, ↵, is given by:

↵ = tan�1
 

ay

ax

!
(7)

= tan�1
 

sin(✓1) cos(✓2) sin(�1) � cos(✓1) sin(✓2) sin(�2)
sin(✓1) cos(✓2) cos(�1) � cos(✓1) sin(✓2) cos(�2)

!

This simplifies to ↵ = �1 in the case that the outer disk is face on
(i.e. ✓2 = 0) or when �1 = �2.
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Figure 1. Scattered light observations of the transition disk around J1604 (they are not scaled by r2). The left upper panel corresponds to H-band polarized intensity
observations with HiCIAO reported by Mayama et al. (2012). The rest of the panels correspond to the Stokes parameter Qf obtained with VLT/SPHERE. The center
upper panel corresponds to observations with ZIMPOL at R′-band. The right upper panel corresponds to observations with IRDIS at H-band, while the rest of the
panels are IRDIS observations at J-band. In all the panels, the color scale is linear and in arbitrary units, and the dates are reported when the observations started.

(An animation of this figure is available.)
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Dip amplitudes—The amplitude of the eastern dip,
derived from the near-infrared data sets, varies between
40% (epoch of 2017 September 16) to 90% (epoch of
2017 September 6). At the ZIMPOL epoch, the amplitude
is 25%, but this value might be affected by the low

signal-to-noise ratio of the data. As for the location, the
amplitude of the western dip appears to be more variable than
that of the eastern dip, with values ranging from 31% to
95%. In five epochs, the amplitude of the two dips appear to
be similar.

Figure 4. Left panels: radial mapping from 0 25–0 7 of all the panels shown in Figure 1. The color scale is linear and the maximum value taken in each case is 80%
of the maximum. Right panel: azimuthal profile calculated from the mean values obtained between [0.35–0.50] . The shaded areas correspond to the uncertainty of
the data and come from the standard deviation in the radial and azimuth divided by the square root of the number of pixels. The data is normalized to the value at zero
degrees in each case. The dashed lines correspond to the minimum value obtained from the image between 0° and 150°, and 200° to 350°. For the ZIMPOL data only
one minimum is shown.
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Take-home messages
• Care needs to be taken when interpreting scattered light 

images of disks because of illumination. WYSINWYG 
• The (polarized) phase function creates structures that have no relation to the structure of the 

disk 

• Ring structures are real in that the surface get steeper or sicks out of a shadows region.  
The same is true for spirals. 

• Gaps can be gaps or surface height dips. 

• Radial structures spanning large parts of the disk are generally caused by shadows.  

• What is real? 
• Rings can be used to measure the shape of the surface, with significant implications for 

mixing and settling. 

• Locally bright features, once phase function effects have been removed represent structure 
in the disk (increased scale height) 

• Shadows allow to peak into the inner disk and are sometimes time-variable. 

• Scattered light is very complementary to ALMA thermal emission.



Rings: TW Hydra4 SPHERE disks team.

Figure 1. Left panel : The TW Hya disk in polarized intensity at 1.62 µm, scaled by R2. The position of the star is denoted by the +
sign. A distance of 54 pc has been adopted. The dark and bright patch near [-1,-2] arcseconds are artefacts. Right panel : the same image
with annotations. The adopted nomenclature of bright “rings” and radial “gaps” has been indicated. The region under the coronagraphic
mask of 93mas radius has been greyed out. The “dark spiral” is indicated with a dashed line. The ⇥ symbol denotes the position of the
compact HCO+ source found by Cleeves et al. (2015b).

such mechanisms, if at work in the TW Hya disk, play
only a minor role regarding the temperature and hence
vertical structure of the disk.
Concerning assumption 3: size-dependent dust settling

is incorporated using the formalism of Dullemond & Do-
minik (2004) which was implemented in MCMax by Mul-
ders & Dominik (2012). The dust is divided in to a range
of size bins and for each size bin the absorption cross
sections and full scattering matrices are calculated ac-
cording to the adopted size distribution n(a) / a

�3.5.
The individual bins are treated as separate dust com-
ponents, each having their own vertical distribution ac-
cording to their coupling to the gas. The larger grains
are more susceptible to settling and are hence more con-
centrated towards the disk midplane than the smaller
ones. This e↵ect depends strongly on the adopted tur-
bulence strength, parameterized with ↵ (Shakura & Sun-
yaev 1973): for weak turbulence (low ↵) there is strong
seggregation and only the smallest grains are present in
the disk surface, with strong turbulence the various sizes
are better mixed with also larger grains are present in
the disk surface where they can contribute to the scat-
tering. Note that the largest grains in the model of M14,
with a > 100 µm, are radially concentrated towards the
inner disk regions, but these grains do not contribute to
the scattered light signal.
Because the disk viscosity has a strong influence on

the scattered light profile the assumption that it is the
same throughout the disk is a central one. Decreasing the
viscosity at some location would locally lead to stronger
settling of the larger grains and a disk surface layer that
is dominated by the smallest grains in the distribution.
Depending on the smallest grain size amin in the adopted
dust distribution this may lead to a strong decrease in the
scattered light surface brightness. Therefore, it should in

principle be possible to construct a “radial viscosity pro-
file” ↵(R), together with a suitable choice of dust prop-
erties, then do a self-consistent calculation of the tem-
perature and vertical structure in a similar way to our
approach, and arrive at a solution that matches the ob-
servations. We choose to take the surface density profile
⌃(R) as our “free fit variable” rather than the viscosity
profile ↵(R). This is motivated by the observation that
radial surface density variations are common in disks
(with transition disks being the extreme example) and
there are less direct constraints on location-dependent
viscosity in disks, i.e. multiple MRI “dead zones”, al-
though modeling suggests multiple dead zones are possi-
ble (Dzyurkevich et al. 2013). Moreover, any dead zones
in a disk are expected to be in the disk interior, with
turbulent layers on top. It is unclear whether in such a
situation, all but the smallest (< few 10�2

µm) grains
could be removed from the upper layers. That would,
however, be required in order to explain large di↵erences
in scattered light surface brightness through this mecha-
nism.

3.1.2. Model parameters

The free parameters in our radiative transfer disk
model are:

1. the radial surface density profile ⌃(R)

2. the disk viscosity parameter ↵

3. the smallest grain size amin

The following parameters are kept fixed (see also Ta-
ble 1): (1) the stellar parameters; (2) the dust com-
position which is adopted from M14: 80% amorphous
magnesium-iron olivine-type silicates (MgFeSiO4) and
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Figure 1. Left panel : The TW Hya disk in polarized intensity at 1.62 µm, scaled by R2. The position of the star is denoted by the +
sign. A distance of 54 pc has been adopted. The dark and bright patch near [-1,-2] arcseconds are artefacts. Right panel : the same image
with annotations. The adopted nomenclature of bright “rings” and radial “gaps” has been indicated. The region under the coronagraphic
mask of 93mas radius has been greyed out. The “dark spiral” is indicated with a dashed line. The ⇥ symbol denotes the position of the
compact HCO+ source found by Cleeves et al. (2015b).
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yaev 1973): for weak turbulence (low ↵) there is strong
seggregation and only the smallest grains are present in
the disk surface, with strong turbulence the various sizes
are better mixed with also larger grains are present in
the disk surface where they can contribute to the scat-
tering. Note that the largest grains in the model of M14,
with a > 100 µm, are radially concentrated towards the
inner disk regions, but these grains do not contribute to
the scattered light signal.
Because the disk viscosity has a strong influence on

the scattered light profile the assumption that it is the
same throughout the disk is a central one. Decreasing the
viscosity at some location would locally lead to stronger
settling of the larger grains and a disk surface layer that
is dominated by the smallest grains in the distribution.
Depending on the smallest grain size amin in the adopted
dust distribution this may lead to a strong decrease in the
scattered light surface brightness. Therefore, it should in

principle be possible to construct a “radial viscosity pro-
file” ↵(R), together with a suitable choice of dust prop-
erties, then do a self-consistent calculation of the tem-
perature and vertical structure in a similar way to our
approach, and arrive at a solution that matches the ob-
servations. We choose to take the surface density profile
⌃(R) as our “free fit variable” rather than the viscosity
profile ↵(R). This is motivated by the observation that
radial surface density variations are common in disks
(with transition disks being the extreme example) and
there are less direct constraints on location-dependent
viscosity in disks, i.e. multiple MRI “dead zones”, al-
though modeling suggests multiple dead zones are possi-
ble (Dzyurkevich et al. 2013). Moreover, any dead zones
in a disk are expected to be in the disk interior, with
turbulent layers on top. It is unclear whether in such a
situation, all but the smallest (< few 10�2

µm) grains
could be removed from the upper layers. That would,
however, be required in order to explain large di↵erences
in scattered light surface brightness through this mecha-
nism.

3.1.2. Model parameters

The free parameters in our radiative transfer disk
model are:

1. the radial surface density profile ⌃(R)

2. the disk viscosity parameter ↵

3. the smallest grain size amin

The following parameters are kept fixed (see also Ta-
ble 1): (1) the stellar parameters; (2) the dust com-
position which is adopted from M14: 80% amorphous
magnesium-iron olivine-type silicates (MgFeSiO4) and
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